2355 Bald Mountain Road #B
$ 1,250,000

2355 Bald Mountain Road #B, Vail, CO 81657
»
»
»
»
»
»

Beds: 4 | Baths: 4 Full
Duplex | 2,570 ft² | Lot: 8,320 ft²
Renovated 4 bedroom and 3 ½ bath duplex.
Sold completely furnished.
Beautiful alpine gardens & mountain views.
More Info: 2355BaldMountainRd-B.com

Kathy Cole
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Coldwell Banker Mountain Properties
2111 N. Frontage Rd. W. #C1
Vail, CO 81657

Located on a quiet street in the Booth Creek neighborhood of East Vail, this private, fully furnished, hillside duplex bordering public lands has 4
bedrooms, 3 1/2 bathrooms and a 2-car garage. This exceptionally maintained home is landscaped with stunning alpine gardens and a patio in the
backyard for enjoying the mountain scenery. The beautifully renovated large kitchen has uplighting above the cabinets; downlighting onto the
granite countertops; a breakfast island that accommodates two chairs as well as a dry bar with a granite countertop and backsplash, wine cooler
and glass cabinet. You are sure to enjoy the views of the alpine gardens from the kitchen and dining area. The comfortable living area has vaulted
wood ceilings and a wood burning fireplace with moss rock surround and custom-made glass doors. The numerous windows offer natural sunlight
and beautiful views of the surrounding mountains and the Vail Golf Course. The front deck is accessed from the living area and is a perfect place to
unwind and enjoy the mountain views. As well, you will find a bedroom and powder room on the main level.
The master bedroom and bath are located on the third level along with two bedrooms that are connected by a ¾ “Jack ‘n Jill” bathroom with two
vanities. The master bedroom has vaulted wood ceilings, a walk-in closet with custom built-ins and views of the alpine gardens and surrounding
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overlooks the backyard hillside and alpine gardens.

